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Why Students Who Can Go Anywhere Come to McGill

With students from 150 countries, alumni living on every continent and a reputation for excellence that reaches around the globe, McGill has carved out a spot among the world’s greatest universities.

Our diverse group of accomplished students have journeyed from all over the world to study here in Montreal, a culturally vibrant city, ranked in the top 5 best international student cities.

*QS Best Student Cities, 2018

"Pursuing the PMBA program at McGill was one of the most rewarding professional endeavors I’ve undertaken in my career. McGill offers the exposure to a best-in-class network of business professionals, both inside and outside of the classroom. I landed my dream job after meeting my current boss who was a guest speaker in one of my classes and that opportunity catapulted my career forward. I am beyond grateful."

Stefanie Kutteh
Korn Ferry

The Desautels MBA Program is ranked

#1 IN CANADA

and 78TH IN THE WORLD

by the 2018 Financial Times

Global MBA Ranking

We are proud to provide the leaders of tomorrow with the resources to achieve their goals and make a valuable impact on society.

The Desautels Faculty of Management’s Master’s programs are now under one roof in the Donald E. Armstrong Building – a state-of-the-art building where the students will feel at home, part of the Desautels Family.

Isabelle Bajeux
Dean, Professor of Finance
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Follow our students’ journeys on the McGill MBA Blog

desautels.mcgill.ca/mba/blog
“Shortly after the start of my PMBA studies, the senior management at my organization proposed that I join an accelerated internal program for future directors. I have also been chosen to be the business analysis lead for one of the biggest IT and infrastructure transformations in Montreal. Thanks to this program, my opportunities have multiplied.”

MÉWÉ SAMIE
CGI

“I chose to do my PMBA at McGill because of its integrated learning curriculum, which has helped me develop a structured and effective approach to problem solving. My PMBA experience has given me the confidence to make a career change and the tools to reach my full potential.”

JASMINE VOKEY
Canadian Armed Forces

“The McGill PMBA program has helped me become a more effective, global leader. I have learnt a great deal from my professors, but also from the McGill community, whether it is from my outstanding classmates or from all the events available to PMBA students.”

ALEX FOURNIER
ENERCON

“I chose to do my PMBA at McGill because of its integrated learning curriculum, which has helped me develop a structured and effective approach to problem solving. My PMBA experience has given me the confidence to make a career change and the tools to reach my full potential.”

Desautels Students

“McGill’s PMBA program has allowed me to benefit from the breadth and depth of a full-time program without losing any career momentum. I was also able to apply new ideas and approaches to my work in real-time, which has left a lasting impact.”

PATRICK BRAYLEY
McKinsey & Company

“The structure of the PMBA program allowed me to connect with some of the best mentors I could ask for. The learning experience was instrumental in me challenging and examining the different perspectives that I had. It enabled me to transform my engineering mindset to a credible, business-minded consultant that creates value for clients every day.”

CHAKAMEH DADPAY
PwC

“Warren Buffett famously said: Always associate yourself with people who are better than you. That’s exactly what the PMBA at McGill did for me. I got to know many intelligent people from different backgrounds. I came out with a better network and got smarter in the process.”

OMAR SHASH
RBC Wealth Management

Desautels Alumni
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Broaden Your Network

Supported by dedicated coaches and industry experts, you will gain access to essential tools, networks and resources that will help you develop career planning skills to attain your professional goals.

Network with accomplished professionals from companies like:

- Arden Holdings Inc. / Ardene
- Autodesk
- Bank of Canada
- Bell Helicopter
- Bombardier
- CAE
- Canadian Armed Forces
- CGI
- Cirque du Soleil
- Entertainment Group
- Cisco Systems
- CN
- ENERCON
- Ericsson
- Expedia Group, Inc.
- Fujitsu Canada
- Just For Laughs
- Kyoto Robotics
- Manulife
- Microsoft
- Morgan Stanley
- National Bank of Canada
- NDG Food Depot
- Niskamoon Corporation
- Oracle
- Prana
- Pratt & Whitney
- Sephora
- Shoppers Drug Mart
- Sid Lee
- STM - Société de Transport de Montréal

ACCESS PERSONALIZED CAREER PREPARATION AND PLANNING

- Benefit from one-on-one career coaching tailored to your needs
- Gain personal insights through advanced psychometric testing
- Connect with industry experts to help you navigate your career path
- Enjoy comprehensive support throughout your MBA journey

MASTER THE RECRUITMENT PROCESS

- Learn how to target and find your best career fit
- Build your professional portfolio:
  - Resume, cover letter, mock interviews, social media presence, personal branding
- Develop industry-specific skills for interview preparation and success: Structured programs offered in financial modeling, consulting case preparation, strategy

GROW YOUR PROFESSIONAL NETWORK

- Network in-person in Canada’s two largest job markets through Faculty-led Toronto trips, Montreal career panels, recruitment fairs, and company visits
- Expand your network through Desautels Connect, a cutting-edge online platform
- Engage with alumni and business leaders through our Mentorship Program

LEVERAGE CAREER SERVICES TO DRIVE YOUR SUCCESS

- 1,000+ active companies recruiting at the Desautels faculty
- 3,000+ jobs posted on the Desautels career platform
- 7,000+ jobs posted on the McGill career platform
- 220+ company information sessions at the faculty
- 275,000 McGill Alumni around the world
Learn with the Best in Thirty-Two Months While Continuing to Work Full-Time

**BASE CAMP**
Prior to the official start of classes, students attend a ‘base camp’ during which they will attain the required level of competency in the basic quantitative skills that are necessary to succeed in the program.
- Business Statistics
- Financial Accounting
- Math for Finance

**THE CORE**
The Core is comprised of five integrated modules:
- Leading
  - Global Leadership
- Measuring
  - Business Tools
- Resourcing
  - Managing Resources
- Creating
  - Value Creation
- Competing
  - Markets and Globalization

**TAILOR YOUR PATH**
Meet your professional learning objectives by selecting courses from one of our 3 options:
- Finance
- Business Analytics
- Global Strategy & Leadership

**BROADEN YOUR HORIZONS THROUGH THIS LIFE-CHANGING EXPERIENCE**
10-Day International Study Trip
At the end of the second year, all students travel together to an international destination that will expand their global understanding of business through company visits and networking events.

**FINAL INTEGRATIVE PAPER**
During the final year and under the supervision of a faculty member, students will work independently to write a paper. This project provides students with the opportunity to apply their knowledge and key learnings from course work to an actual business issue. It will help develop a holistic understanding of how organizations work and how different functional areas complement and, at times, potentially conflict with one another.

The Final Integrative Paper is intended to provide a hands-on and practical learning experience. Students have the opportunity to examine real-world business topics, including those that apply to their current position in an organization.

**THREE CHOICES**
- Consulting Project with your Organization as the Client
- Practicum - Creating a Business Plan
- Applied Research Project

**DID YOU KNOW?**
McGILL DOBSON CENTRE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
 Ranked 8th in the world, the Dobson Centre is the hub for entrepreneurial activities within the University, engaging the McGill community through entrepreneurial education, workshops, speaker events, advising, competitions and several other initiatives.

*UBI Global, 2018 - World Top Business Incubator – Managed by a University category.*

CEO SPEAKER SERIES
These events are held regularly with industry leaders who share their insights on a wide range of topics. MBA students also have the chance to meet in a small group setting with the various speakers for an open discussion on a broad array of subjects. CEOs and business leaders are regularly invited to classes as part of the integrated learning experience.

mcgill.ca/pmba/academics
What’s Needed to Begin Your Journey

INTERVIEW
with a McGill MBA representative

3 ESSAY QUESTIONS

CURRICULUM VITAE

3 transcript
from undergraduate
and other
graduate degrees

GMAT
Graduate Management Admissions Test

- OR -

GRE
Graduate Record Examination

Completion of the
TOEFL
- OR -

IELTS
(when applicable)

EXCLUSIVE COHORT
OF
15-25
STUDENTS

creates a more PERSONALIZED approach
to TEACHING and CAREER DEVELOPMENT

2 YEARS MINIMUM
of relevant full-time work experience after completion of an undergraduate degree

TWO LETTERS OF REFERENCE

MONTREAL
is in the
TOP 5 “BEST STUDENT CITIES”

7 COUNTRIES REPRESENTED

AVERAGE AGE
29

5 YEARS OF WORK EXPERIENCE on average

TRANSCRIPTS

COUNTRIES REPRESENTED

MONTREAL

TOP 5

QS Best Student Cities 2018 ranking
Join the Leaders of Tomorrow  
Apply Today  

The McGill PMBA program is designed for candidates with drive, who are high achievers and who show strong managerial and leadership potential.

**TAKE THE NEXT STEP**

Applications are reviewed on a rolling basis. Students are advised to submit their completed application as early as possible as the program may reach maximum enrolment before the final deadline.

1️⃣️ST ROUND — November 1

2️⃣️ND ROUND — January 15

3️⃣️RD ROUND — March 15

4️⃣️TH ROUND — May 1  
(FINAL DEADLINE)

for Canadian Citizens and Permanent Residents

Please see our website for additional details  
mcgill.ca/pmba/admissions

**Schedule a Meeting**

**MASTERS PROGRAMS OFFICE**
Desautels Faculty of Management  
McGill University  
Donald E. Armstrong Building  
Montreal, Quebec

Tel.: 514-398-4066  
mcgill.ca/pmba

#DesautelsFamily